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H.W. Class 6 English language Chapter pronouns 

 

Que1: Define pronouns with examples. 

Que2: Write kinds of pronouns 

Que3: Fill in the blanks with suitable pronouns choosing from the bracket s 

a) __is ur father?(who, Which,whom)  

b) __is my brother.(he,she,it) 

c) This pen is ___.(you,your,yours)  

d) I have a shirt__ is blue.(who, Which,what) 

e) I taught ___English.(they,them,there) 

 

Answers 

 

 

Ans1: A pronoun is a word which is used in place of noun.eg: Riya is my student.She is intelligent. 

 

 

Ans2: 10 kind of pronouns are there,they are__  

1: personal 

2: Reflexive 

3: Emphatic 

 4:possessive 

 5:Demonstrative 

  6: Interrogative 

  7: Relative 

  8: Indefinite 

9: Distributive 

10: Reciprocal 

 

Ans3 

 

a) who 

b) she 

c) yours 

d) which 

e) them 
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Computer 

Frame question 

 

1. What is the data source?  

Ans. Data source consists of information associated with the main document which includes addresses, phone number, etc.  

2. What is the use of mail merge?  

Ans. Mail merge feature allowing the users to create multiple letters and email for different recipients at once. 

 

Date :- 25 July 2020 

            History 

CH-1 WHEN WHERE AND HOW . 



 

SHORT ANSWERS- 

 

1.What are the main types of sources available to a historian ?  

Ans :- The main types of sources available to a historian are archeological and literary sources. Monuments, Inscriptions ,Artifacts, 

coins ,etc .are archeological sources.  

Literary sources are manuscripts, Vedas, Ramayan, Tripitakas, account of foreign travellers, biographies of kinges etc. 

 

 

दिन ांक-25/7/2020 (द ांिी व्य करण) 
प ठ -3 पढ़कर म त्वपणूण तथ्यों पर पेंसिऱ की ि  यत  िे रेख ांककत कीजिए| 
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Maths assignment for class 6. 

1.Solve NCERT textbook questions which is given on page no.82 and 83 in your Maths paractice copy. 

 

Date 25/07/20 

Class 6th science 

 

Lesson 3--cleaning of food and separation of substances. 

 

Learn definitions of solute,solvent,solution ,miscible and immiscible liquids and write them in a rough or homework copy. 


